HIM Book List Spring 2011

0235 HIM 101 Success Strategies
1. No Book
2. AHIMA Student Membership of $35 (instructions will be provided during this class)

0240 HIM 110 Healthcare Delivery System
1. **Health Information Management Technology**: An Applied Approach, 3rd Edition. **ISBN #**: 9781584262596  **Publisher**: AHIMA Press  **Copyright**: 2011  **Author**: Edited by Merida L. Johns

0245 HIM 125 Health Data Structure, Content, and Standards
1. **Health Information Management Technology**: An Applied Approach, 3rd Edition. **ISBN #**: 9781584262596  **Publisher**: AHIMA Press  **Copyright**: 2011  **Author**: Edited by Merida L. Johns

0250 HIM 130 – A Medical Terminology I

0253 HIM 130 – OLA Medical Terminology I

0254 HIM 130 – OLB Medical Terminology I

0259 HIM 131 OLA Medical Terminology II

HIM 142 Reimbursement I (this course is now HIM 210 – see below for book info)

0275 HIM 145 OLA Healthcare Statistics and Research

0285 HIM 160 OL Pathophysiology
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HIM 170 OLA Introduction to CPT Coding (This course is now HIM 216 – see below)

0306 HIM 175 OL Clinical Classification Systems


0312 HIM 200 HOL Introduction to E/M Coding


0311 HIM 200 OLA Introduction to E/M Coding


0320 HIM 210 OLA HIM Revenue Cycle-2 (previously known as HIM 142)

1. **Principles of Healthcare Reimbursement, 3rd edition.** ISBN 978-1-58426-243-5. Anne B. Casto, RHIA, CCS. Elizabeth Layman, PhD, RHIA, CCS, FAHIMA. (students will use the CD in the book). Ahima Press. (students should have this from taking HIM 142)

0330 HIM 216 CPT Coding (previously HIM 170)


0334 HIM 220 Intermediate Coding

1. **Faye Brown's ICD-9-CM Coding Handbook without answers 2011, Revised by Nelly Leon-Chisen, RHIA. Published by AHA press.** ISBN 978-1-55648-361-5 *(you should already have this book from HIM 140)*
2. **2010 ICD-9-CM Standards for Hospitals Volume 1,2, and 3.** *You should already have this book from HIM 140 – if not then by the 2011 Channel version at [http://www.channelpublishing.com/generichospital.htm](http://www.channelpublishing.com/generichospital.htm)
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0360 Him 242 Health Information Management & Leadership

1. **Health Information Management Technology**: An Applied Approach, 3rd Edition. **ISBN #**: 9781584262596  **Publisher**: AHIMA Press  **Copyright**: 2011  **Author**: Edited by Merida L. Johns


0369 HIM 253 OLA HIM Capstone